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This area is adjacent to the kitchen and the space is quite small. Above the woven 
rattan sofa is a large scale abstract image of coral flanked by rattan wall hanging 
pendants. The Lucite cocktail table allows a clear view of the ombre navy woven area rug.

On the previous page a nautical inspired rope white ottoman allows for additional 
seating and a navy round back rope barrel indoor outdoor chair adds drama to the space.
All the upholstered fabrics are performance and can be easily cleaned.
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CLASSIC NAUTICAL

The client wanted bold colors and natural elements. The mandarin orange and navy blue 
make the space feel regal with a nod to nautical. When entering this space there is a multi-
use cabinet made of recycled teak and solid gmelina wood in a herringbone pattern. A 
stunning antique door knocker hardware accents this cabinet. The ceilings are over 20 feet 
and the large metal white pendants light up the space spectacularly. The long rectangular 
space has several seating areas designed for entertaining family and friends. The bright crisp 
white backdrop lets these jewel primary colors pop.

There was a challenge to accommodate several areas for dining and entertaining in 
such a narrow space.

A contemporary natural wood, white lacquer, geometric console table placed against 
the wall has hand blown colorful glass art complimented by a bold abstract framed canvas. 
The colors are fun and bold against the white and cream hues.

The long natural blonde wood table seats 10 people comfortably and is beautifully 
designed. The chairs are a hardwood frame with natural lampakanai rope detail. Navy blue 
custom cushions complete the look. 
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THE BEDROOMS

Although the three bedrooms are all uniquely different they are tied together with 
colour, texture and design. There has been a lot of attention given to accessories, lighting 
and bed linens in each room. 

Each room offers a great space to rest and just enjoy some quiet time. The 
artwork and furnishings in each room reflects the thoughtful process occurred in 
choosing them.  The pieces although new have a timeless and elegant quality about them. 

The house is modern, classic and nautical and will be a beautiful place to enjoy 
years of vacations in the sun. There are many examples of maximizing space and seating.

All of the furniture in the open living space has multiple functions such as the white 
lacquered nesting tables that can be easily used for entertaining. The custom rattan 
furniture has an antique look and some pieces are vintage obtained from some of Miami’s 
shops. 

At all times multiple uses and storage space were considered in the design and 
purchasing of the furniture. 

Main Bedroom
The master or main bedroom incorporates a lot of the colours from the open concept 
living and dining areas. Orange, blue and aqua tie the spaces together.

Nail head pattern on the dressers correspond with the woven textiles on the bed. 
There is a small sitting area with rattan and soft aqua to match with the accent rug. 

Bedroom No. 2
This guest room combines tangy tangerine and punchy purple with geometric patterns.

On the walls are orange grass cloths that add a lot of natural texture.
Above the bed are shiny silver sea urchin wall sculptures. Side tables are regency style 
with wood cut-outs in a glossy white lacquer finish.

In the corner a natural split rattan whimsical chair with black tapered legs and a 
faux white custom pillow. 

Bedroom No. 3
Textiles in the second guest room are mauve and amethyst tones in an intricate mineral 
pattern. The bolster pillow has nail head detail and a linked satin robust silver mirror is 
above the dresser.

Sputnik mid-century inspired ceiling mount light fixture shows low ceiling can still 
have a dramatic light fixture. Traversing white sheers let in light and provides privacy. 
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The same client actually owned both of these homes at the same time. After the designer 
had finished the Bayside residence she started on the clients “Condo on the Beach”. She loved 
the view of the boats passing by and also had a boat for the weekend.  

She also wanted to hear the sounds of the ocean and enjoy luxury amenities so she 
bought a pre-construction condo literally less than a mile away.

The condo was a challenge because she did not want the typical white on white that 
was popular and still is in many South Florida new constructions. She asked for bold colors 
and a more contemporary look. The view was spectacular and the blue was very prevalent.
The color palette compliments the ocean blue.

In the living area the 148 inch sofa can comfortably seat 8 people and the custom gray 
chenille reflects the water colours from the view. The client wanted bright jewel tones in 
turquoise, apple green and blue. The large Lucite and glass cocktail table holds four ottomans
in cut velvet polka dots for additional seating. Flanking the sofa is an eight sided sculptured 
antique brass lamp tables and two martini tables. 
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THE DINING ROOM 
In the dining area the primitive form wrought iron base holds the lucite square table top 
like a jewel. The table base is Lucite and antique brass. Surrounding the table are Klismos 
Acrylic chairs with contemporary flare cut-outs. The console table in a white glossy finish 
and sculpted gold cut-out

The client did not wish to choose between gold and silver so the designer combined 
them purposefully. The art above the console is Modern organic metal river stone.  

Black and white abstract art individually framed fit together like a puzzle accents the 
other wall. 

A Sputnik chandelier with glass rounded spikes create light spots on the ceiling and 
the rug is an abstract slice of wood with rings outer edge is bark. 
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THE MASTER BEDROOM
There are two bedrooms in the waterfront condo. 
In the Master Bedroom the wall behind the bed was designed and is fully upholstered in a 
luxury vinyl pearl finish; it reflects light and is comfortable to lean against. It is in a 
geometric pattern and applied to the wall.

Two swivel chairs in a brilliant blue with contrasting piping compliment the custom 
bedding. The ombre pillow is an accent combined with stripes and geometric patterns

There is a thick lucite bench at the foot of the bed with a cut velvet 
chartreuse custom fabric. A large scale chandelier in an antique brass frame adorned with 
glass fluted rods lights up the space. The dome brass side lamps have a chunky sculptural 
marble base.  

The artwork is bold and bright and matches in with the dressers and the bed linens 
and furniture but still keeping a strong unique presence. This is a bright and bold room with 
jewel colours. 

THE SECOND BEDROOM
The second bedroom has a view of the ocean with a wrap-around balcony.

The bed was custom designed to allow a view of the mural-like wall covering. The 
wall covering is an abstract of the ocean and sky.

The bedding was selected and custom designed to showcase all shades of blue and to 
combine textures from washable linen to velvet and pompom trim. 

A whimsical Mongolian fur chair in a hardwood, mid-century type frame was added 
for a place to relax.

White lacquer geometric designed cabinets flank the bed. A large ceiling mount light 
fixture hangs like a crown in the center of the room
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